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ETERE RADIO GRAPHICS

Creating incredible graphics and impressing your audience has never 
been easier. Shape logos, crawls, animations, and much much more 
with the Etere Radio Graphics. 

Radio Live Graphics

Radio Live Graphics 
Preview

Radio Live Graphics Editor

Scene Editor
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The Etere Radio Graphics is a state of the art computer graphic software designed 
to create impressive, high quality broadcast ready graphics. Use them for live 
broadcasts or store them for post production, all your needs are met with the Etere 
Radio Graphics. Perfect for any situation, create and broadcast graphics for news, 
quiz shows, sports, weather forecasts, and much more. 

Graphics
Edit and and prepare incredible graphics with the impressive toolset offered to you. 
Create sophisticated CGs with the intuitive CG editor. Etere Graphics Editor is 
prepared with an easy-to-use interface designed to streamline preparation so new 
users have no trouble creating outstanding and sophisticated scenes for the 
audience. Users are free to create and preview their work using the off-air preview 
mode, allowing your work more freedom and safety. 

The integrated CGs are great for use as logos, tickers, animated movies, clocks, 
and timers. The Radio Live playout comes prepared with a CG render server, 
ensuring that operators can program animation, crawl, roll, video, picture, picture 
sequences, clock or any interactive CG items can be included in playout 
automation. 

Optimised to produce vivid and enticing 2D graphics, you can create a wide variety 
of graphics for broadcast, and playout the high-quality graphics in real-time. 

The Etere Radio Graphics allow users to prepare the News Ticker for ready 
broadcasts of upcoming news coverage or sudden events. This function allows you 
to create and show news, articles, or more with the professional scrolling and 
rotation effects. 

Some programs, including news-based programs emphasizing viewer interactivity, 
or special events, may also use tickers to display messages and reactions from 
viewers and others that relate to the program from social networking services such 
as Facebook and Twitter. 

Radio Live provides an intuitive graphic that features the upcoming event as an 
attractive screen crawl or icon. The Coming Next preview is a fully customisable 
feature. Users can choose how and where the preview will be animated, to its 
position on the screen. The contents of the feature can be modified and chosen. 
For example, a music station may choose to feature the next song playing along 
with its details such as its artist and year of release. 

Scene Editor
Control the minute details of the stream with the Etere Radio Graphics' Scene 
Editor. The Scene Editor allows you to determine the layout of the transmission 
during a stream. Change the size and position of the stream, adjust the audio or 
transition times, or add shapes and effects. 

Make your stream unique. Put in Picture-in-Picture effects, edit song timings and 
layout changes and more. 

You can view the scene editor right from the Radio Live interface, and view your 
changes as they go on air through the Live Preview section. Preset the scene 
parameters and watch your creation go live instantly. 

Picture-in-Picture
The Etere Picture-in-Picture function allows you to overlay multiple camera outputs 
in your stream. Layer in multiple camera angles to give your audience an exciting, 
well rounded view of your stream. Show the music video, the singer, and the radio 
dj, all on one screen, with no limits to the amount of picture-in-picture effects that 
can be displayed. Control the effects through the Scene Editor, and arrange your 
screens on the fly! 

Radio Live Picture-In-
Picture Example
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Key Features

■ 2D graphic capability
■ Integrated CG can be used for Logo, Ticker, Animated Movies, 
Clock and Timer
■ Graphic Generator (unlimited graphics)
■ Graphic layout management (unlimited scenes)
■ Real time graphic control
■ Supported gif and mov animations 
■ Support for multi–layer graphic scenes
■ Text banners, crawling or rolling text, RSS news, text files and 
dynamic data updates
■ Digital and analog clocks
■ Full frame graphic animation
■ Graphic design preview
■ Scene editing
■ Scene optimisation
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